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though his mother's mother assists his mother in child deliver}',
she does not stay long in the house; this is one of the few
occasions when the mother of a daughter-in-law will spend a
night in her daughter's husband's house. The child will how-
ever very often go to his mother's parents' house with his
mother and will stay there several times a year for periods of
ten days or more. In his mother's parent's house, he is a guest
and enjoys indulgences (V-a). He learns the relationship
terms for his mother-side relatives in a context which is different
from that in which he learns the terms for his own kindred.
The sentiments attached to these terms are thus different.
The list of maternal relatives is given in the following
table :
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EGO	Similar to the children of
Special terms used for maternal relatives as distinguished
from paternal relatives are found mostly in the first ascendiag
grade, except mother's own parents. As I have shown aboyc,
those maternal relatives who have intimate association with
ego are limited to mother's parents, mother's brothers and
sisters and their children. Special terms are limited to them
too, except the relatives of ego's own grade. The disdnctkm
of elder and younger is found only in the terms for mother's
sisters and this distinction is made by different modifiers. No
difference in social relation with ego is found between jhem.
Usually a person will learn the whole set of rchtiomfatp
terms during childhood except sometimes those terms for
younger brothers and sisters. Few new terms are added after
one gets married.	^ .
A married woman is introduced to her fausbtud & raa&m
soon after the wedding ceremony. In the intmA*cli»» die

